
MISHAEL KAMA

484-744-2880 Coatesville, PA https://2kama.github.io
mishealkama@gmail.com https://github.com/2kama

SKILLS SUMMARY

HTML | CSS | React | NextJS | React-Native | Expo | Redux | Redux Saga | Redux Thunk | JavaScript | TypeScript | JS
DOM | SASS | REST | GraphQL | Accessibility | ES6 | Jest | Enzyme | Firebase | Google Cloud Firestore | NodeJS |
GitHub | Bitbucket | Bootstrap | MongoDB | Web Responsiveness | Agile | JIRA | Confluence | Atlassian

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
RALI (Atlanta, GA) Oct 2022 – Dec 2023
Frontend Developer

● Contributed to the development of user interface design and front-end for web applications using HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, React, Next.js, and Redux in accordance with project requirements.

● Designed and implemented responsive user interface components utilizing React principles and reusable
libraries.

● Demonstrated proficiency in ES6 features including arrow functions, iterators, and generators.

● Employed Media Queries to ensure cross-device compatibility in design implementation.

● Facilitated regular communication with Restful API endpoints for data retrieval and manipulation within the
application's user interface using CRUD operations.

● Adhered to agile and scrum methodologies throughout the product development lifecycle.

● Implemented unit tests for React components to ensure code reliability and functionality.

[HTML, CSS, Jest, JIRA, Confluence, JavaScript, TypeScript, GraphQL, ES6, ReactJS, TailwindCSS, DOM,
Accessibility (WCAG 2, ARIA), NextJS]

KROGER (Cincinnati, OH) Jun 2021 – Aug 2022
Frontend Developer (Contract)

● Developed Vaccine Scheduler functionality enabling users to schedule COVID-19 vaccinations.

● Prioritized Accessibility in code and page development to ensure inclusivity.

● Addressed support tickets related to production issues promptly and effectively.

● Implemented comprehensive unit tests for React components using Jest and Enzyme.

● Designed and implemented APIs to facilitate seamless integration with services using SprintBoot's JAVA and
Kotlin Framework.

[HTML, CSS, Jest, JIRA, Confluence, Enzyme, JavaScript, TypeScript, ES6, ReactJS, NextJS, React-Native,
JAVA/Kotlin, SpringBoot, DOM, Accessibility (WCAG 2, ARIA)]

SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS (Malvern, PA) Apr 2020 – Mar 2021
Frontend Developer (Contract)

● Designed and developed JavaScript animations leveraging Polymer and ReactJS methodologies.

● Oversaw the migration of animation plugins from an outdated Oracle framework to a modernized framework
built on ReactJS and Polymer.

● Configured WebApp Plugins utilizing AWS database infrastructure for enhanced functionality and scalability.

[HTML, CSS, JavaScript, NodeJS, ES6, AWS, JIRA, Confluence, ReactJS, Polymer, DOM, Accessibility (WCAG 2,
ARIA)]
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CYCLOLIFE (Lagos, Nigeria) May 2016 – Aug 2019
Web & Mobile Developer

● Spearheaded the creation of project wireframes and architectural designs for both mobile and web
development initiatives using Adobe XD.

● Developed the company's mobile application, which supported the core objectives of bike e-rentals, employing
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JSON, and the Cordova JS framework, alongside database management utilizing Cloud
Firestore (NoSQL).

● Transitioned the mobile application structure from CordovaJS to React Native, enhancing performance and
scalability.

● Collaborated in the management of the company's marketing strategy by constructing a web platform and
reviewing advertising graphics.

● Implemented robust database security measures utilizing the Cloud Firestore Platform.

● Conducted comprehensive testing using Jest and Enzyme to ensure application reliability and functionality.

● Designed REST APIs leveraging NodeJS and MongoDB to facilitate seamless data interaction.

● Utilized Git and BitBucket for version control, ensuring code integrity and collaboration efficiency.

[HTML, CSS, React, React-Native, JavaScript, NodeJS, Cordova, ES6, GitHub, Google Cloud Firestore, OOP JS,
Firestore NoSQL Storage, REST.]

GIG LOGISTICS (Lagos, Nigeria) May 2012 – May 2016
Web Developer

● Transformed UI designs and mockups into functional web pages using HTML, SASS, and JavaScript, enhancing
customer visual satisfaction and usability.

● Identified and resolved frontend JavaScript issues within .NET projects, ensuring smooth functionality and user
experience.

● Collaborated closely with backend developers to integrate and utilize CRUD functions via REST techniques.

● Contributed as a Product Designer to the development of several flagship products within the company.

● Leveraged Chrome DevTools to debug frontend code effectively, ensuring optimal performance and usability.

● Engaged in the construction and debugging of NodeJS applications, further bolstering the company's
technological capabilities and product offerings.

[HTML, CSS, SASS, Adobe XD, JavaScript, Bootstrap, Visual Studio, jQuery, NodeJS, Apache, Sketch, Agile, SVN,]


